
Motivating The Proof of the Kleene Recursion Theorem
By John Case

Kleene's (Strong) Recursion Theorem (KRT) can be stated as follows, where the notation is from [Rog67].
N is the set of non-negative integers. 'p is the 1-ary partial computable function computed by program
(number) p in some �xed acceptable system for computing all the (1-argument) partial computable functions.
h�; �i is a �xed, computable pairing function: N � N ! N . We will write 'p(x; y) as an abbreviation of
'p(hx; yi).

Theorem (8p)(9ep)(8x)['ep(x) = 'p(x; ep)]. Furthermore, �p ep can be taken to be computable.

Consider an application of KRT where a particular p is chosen so that, (8x;w)['p(x;w) = w]. Then, by
KRT, for e = ep,

(9e)(8x)['e(x) = e]: (1)

Such a program e, independently of its external information x, outputs a self-copy (e). This case is similar
to self-replication in single-celled organisms. Actually, the mechanism in Kleene's proof of KRT [Rog67,
Page 214] is combinatorially and logically quite similar to the mechanism of self-replication in single-celled
organisms! This can be made especially clear if we present the special case of that proof required to prove
only (1) above accompanied by an indication of biological analogs.1

Motivated Proof of (1) above.
We'll use � to represent a single-celled organism, where the inner circle contains the DNA, the genetic

material or blueprint, and the space between the outer and inner circle contains the cytoplasm, the active and
controlling part of the cell. We'll use �p

b to represent the single-celled organism whose cytoplasm (program)
is p and whose DNA (blueprint datum) is b. N.B. We are thinking of the cytoplasm as a program and
the DNA as a datum! It is more typical to see the DNA thought of a program, but that is not the more
useful conceptualization in the present context! In fact it is useful to think of �p

b as cytoplasm p with DNA
blueprint datum b stored inside.

Kleene's S-m-n Theorem can be stated as

Theorem There is a computable function s, such that

(8b; p; x)['s(b;p)(x) = 'p(x; b)]: (2)

My interpretation of Kleene's S-m-n Theorem [Cas74, Ric80, Ric81, Roy87, RC94] is that s(b; p) is program
p with datum b stored inside (where the computability of s merely means that the transformation of storing
b in p is, as it should be, computable). Hence,

�p

b is a biological analog of s(b; p): (3)

Single-celled organisms which create a daughter cell contain cytoplasmic programs d which have the
property that, in any (reasonable) environment x, for any (reasonable) DNA b, the cytoplasm of �d

b �rst
uses b as a blueprint for building more cytoplasm. Then the cytoplasm of �d

b next makes an extra copy of
the blueprint b. For convenience, we'll abuse notation a bit and denote the cytoplasm blueprinted by DNA
b as b also.2 Hence, �d

b would then have created a copy of cytoplasm b and an extra copy of the blueprint
b. Lastly, �d

b forms from these copies �b
b and breaks it o� as a separate, new daughter cell.

1This was also discussed in less detail in [Cas74].
2N.B. Biochemically and physically, of course, any particular cytoplasm and a blueprint for that cytoplasm are very di�erent.
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Typically, in the world, the blueprint b that single-celled organisms contain is the blueprint for building
their own cytoplasm d. Abusing notation consistently with the above abuse, we'll denote the blueprint datum
for cytoplasm d also as d.3

We'll use ! to mean builds/begets. Hence, typically in the world, in any (reasonable) environment x, we
see that

�d
d ! �d

d; (4)

self-replication! However, in the laboratory, the genetic material from a cell �d
d can be replaced by that of

a di�erent organism �q0
q0

to form an in-the-lab-only single-celled organism �d
q0
. Then we can get, in any

(reasonable) environment x,
�d
q0
! �q0

q0
: (5)

In the laboratory it is possible to control which DNA datum is stored in a given cell. In e�ect, the DNA
datum functions in the laboratory setting as an storable/inputtable parameter!

N.B. We are presenting what amounts, in some cases, to a simpli�cation of the biological mechanisms.
For example:

� real cells may have genetic material in more than one place and operating in di�erent spots, in the
same cell, di�erently;

� in many cases, it may be too di�cult to completely replace the genetic material from one cell of one
species by that of another; and,

� in many cases, if one replaces the genetic material from a cell of one species by that of another, the
resultant cell may not reproduce at all or its daughter cells may have cytoplasm which is a mixture of
that from the two species whence it came.

However, our simplifcations make the analogy with the (non-simpli�ed) proof of KRT much clearer.
Lets expand and explore now the analog in (3) above. One expansion is to treat the environment x of a

single-celled organism �p

b as analogous to the external input x to program s(b; p).
We need a program analog of cytoplasm d above which, for any (reasonable) DNA blueprint b and in any

(reasonable) environment x, we have �d
b ! �b

b (as in (5) above). Hence, we want a program d so that, for
any datum b and any input x,

program s(b; d) outputs program s(b; b); (6)

i.e., we want a program d such that
(8x; b)['s(b;d)(x) = s(b; b)]: (7)

It would su�ce to have a program d, so that,

(8x; b)['d(x; b) = s(b; b)]; (8)

for, then, by S-m-n, we would have,

(8x; b)['d(x; b) = 's(b;d)(x)]; (9)

3N.B. The blueprint is not the blueprint of the whole cell �d
d
, but only the blueprint of its cytoplasm d. This avoids

in�nite regress paradoxes, and was �rst noticed by von Neumann, but for the case of machine self-replication. He sought to
show that machine self-replication was possible/free-of-paradox [Neu66, Bur70, Cas74]. In fact the top level design/re�nement
of his self-replicating machines [Neu66, Bur70, Cas74] closely matches the description above of how single-celled organisms
self-replicate! Of course, the detailed re�nement below the top level in the biological case involves biochemistry, but not for
von Neumann's construction [Neu66, Bur70].
Kleene mentioned to me sometime in the 80's that early on he had used his KRT to better understand Von Neumann's

construction; whereas, I had used Von Neumann's construction to better understand Kleene's!
Interestingly too, the proof of KRT is quite analogous to G�odel's construction [G�od86] of particular formal sentences which

refer to themselves (and of course similarly analogous to Feferman's scheme for constructing more general self-referential formal
sentences [Fef60]). In this analogy, Kleene's S-m-n function plays exactly the role of G�odel's substitution function: Kleene's
involves substitution of data into programs and G�odel's, substitution of numerals into sentences.
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and, hence, by (9) and (8), we would obtain (7). Of course we do have a program d such that (8) | since
by S-m-n, �x; b s(b; b) is (partially) computable. Therefore, we obtain a program d satisfying (7) above.4

As we noted above, in the typically occurring biological case, the DNA in a cell is the blueprint for the
cytoplasm in that cell. Our analog of the blueprint of a program is just its code number. Hence, without
abusing notation at all, we can take the blueprint of any program to be that program itself. Hence, if we
store the blueprint for program d inside program d, we get the program s(d; d) (which, from (3) above, is
analogous to the cell �d

d). Then, we have, from (7) above, for e = s(d; d), (1) above (which is our analog
of (4) above).

for (1) above

To prove KRT more generally, it would clearly su�ce, then, to have instead of d satisfying (8) in the
proof above a computable function d satisfying

(8p; x; b)['d(p)(x; b) = 'p(x; s(b; b))]: (10)

Such a computable d exists by S-m-n: '-program d(p) has p stored inside and, on external input hx; bi,
computes 'p(x; s(b; b)).

A biological analog of (10) above does not seem to occur in the world, but the self-knowing pro-
gram s(d(p); d(p)) (corresponding to d(p) satisfying (10) just above) would be analogous to a curious

single-celled organism �
d(p)
d(p) which creates a daughter cell self-copy and then uses it to compute/build

'p(x; that daughter cell).
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4In (7) above the left-hand side instance of the s transformation is analogous to the transformation of forming the mother
cell out of her constituents.
In (7) above the right-hand side instance of the s transformation is analogous to the mother cell's transformation of the new

cytoplasm she creates and the copy of the DNA datum she makes into her daughter cell.
5In terminology from [Cas71]: such a mother cell begets the partially computable distortion of herself wrought by 'p and

x. (
. .
^)
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